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Divisional politics in Udi Division are always strongly influenced by the
views of the intelligentsia in Enugu as interpreted by the illiterate colliers,
who, coming home at weekends, and particularly at month–ends with cash
wages, are able to pay the piper and call the social, and to some extent the
political tune.83



Africans heard and understand the critique of colonial rule from Britian’s war
allies – the USSR and the US. The tension focused on the application of Article II of the
Atlantic Charter, signed in August 1941, to Britain’s tropical colonies.  Conceived as a
statement to Nazi-occupied Europe, it was quickly embraced by Africa’s nationalists.79 It
floated many ‘dangerous’  ideas  such as  the right  of  self  determination,  in  Article  II,
which declared:

the right of all peoples to choose the form of government under which
they will live; and they wish to see sovereign rights and self–government
restored to those who have been forcibly deprived of them.80
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for "boys" in all communications referring to the Colliery labour either
collectively or individually. No person employed by this department must
be addressed as "boy." Announcement by Colliery Manager, 23 December
19415

The  governments  which  ruled  French  West  Africa  and  British  Africa
during the early war years had one characteristic in common: both were
planning for futures that did not exist. 
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Unlike many of the other African staff who saw their  posts as opportunities for
personal advancement, Ojiyi  used his training in Nigerian labor law to develop demands
that fully exploited the legal parameters set forth by the state. His contempt for the racial
culture of the mines and his arrogance toward his European superiors made him a natural
hero of the workers and a bête noire of European bosses. One informant recalled that
before Ojiyi’s ascent workers were forced to bribe European bosses:

This age is also known as the turkey getting age because without being
able  to  give  present  of  turkey  and  possibly  money  and  pay  inhuman
adoration  to  the  European  Over  manager  one  cannot  aspire  to  have  a
penny increase on his salary.20

Ojiyi had nationalist sympathies and enjoyed challenging European bosses who
were accustomed to near total power over their workers. To European staff the erosion of
their privileges to physically and verbally abuse Black workers appeared as the loss of
work discipline and they complained to management that ‘their boys’ were exhibiting a
new,   and  dangerously  recalcitrant  attitude.  Ojiyi  typified  these  intolerable  forms  of
‘cheeky’ behavior which he  appeared to have enjoyed. 

Unlike  the  educated  clerks,  he  did  not  look  down  on  the  miners  and  other
laborers, but relished his  role as their leader. He was a populist leader, quite similar to
many trade union leaders of the period,  men whom the Colonial Office viewed with
suspicion.  Nigeria had a number of such men leading Whitehall  to  conclude that  the
major problem in West Africa’s labor relations was the irresponsible, inexperienced, and
"politically minded leaders."21  But to the men he had Ikenga,22 a masculine Igbo concept
expressed  in  a  willingness  to  confront  an  unjust  adversary  even  at  personal  risk,  a
stubbornness in attacking a problem, and a strength to take a stand for what was morally
good. As he struggled against his detractors from within the CSIU as well as within his
own union, he deliberately challenge the types of racial authoritarianism exercised by
white staff underground.  



In his confrontations with the state and the new Colliery management he often
startled them with his knowledge of pertinent trade union ordinances and his awareness
of the gains of the national and international trade union movement. In fact, he often had
a  deeper  understanding  of  the  labor  legislation  than  did  local  managers  and  district
officers. When the manager tried to fire Ojiyi  for his trade union activities he cited the
new labor regulations to argue that he  needed three months written notification and an
opportunity to answer the charges before any dismissal.23  He persisted in believing, quite
correctly, that he was being persecuted because of his union activities. He noted in a
letter to the manager:

He  also  operated  within  an  ethic  that  articulated  a  sense  of  leadership
responsibility and the inevitability of conflict with management when working within the
industrial relations structures:

I agree that, at trade dispute interviews held between the
Manager and the Unions, I always possess strictness in my
discussions, and that is a matter of duty, and should not be
reckoned  as  evidence  of  unruliness  and  conduct  to  the
Manager.24



One of the subjective consequences of the war was colonial workers’ awareness
of their role in the survival of Britain. When the capitulation of France led to a Vichy
West Africa the Colonial Office felt that the colonies of Ghana, Gambia, Sierra Leone
and  Nigeria  were  in  jeopardy.   There  was  a  perceptible  shift  in  the  content  of
propaganda26  that targeted these populations. Rather than speak only to the ‘evils’ of
Nazism,  they  now  emphasized  the  ‘partnership’  and  common  suffering   of  colonial
subjects and the metropolitan power. Similarly the war emphasized the commonalities of
coal mining whether in England or Nigeria, and the men were even more interested in
how their wages, conditions of service and living conditions compared to those of British
and American miners. Increasingly they behaved as part of an international brotherhood,
a ‘world’ that David Frank called ‘the country of coal’,27 a brotherhood of miners acutely
aware that they had produced the primary energy source for the nationals fighting the
war. 

Having legalized unions the state chipped away at the rights of organized labor
through a series  of  wartime legislation covering "essential  industries,"  a  rather  broad
category  which,  in  an  economy  so  dominated  by  the  state,  covered  the  majority  of
Nigeria's workers. In 1942 the Nigerian General Defense Regulation prohibited strikes
and lockouts,28 mandated disputes procedures that included binding arbitration, waiting
periods,  and  prohibited  the  right  to  strike.29 Until  1945  the  new  legislation  secured
relative peace in the coal industry. But there were many signs of discontent. Conflict
erupted  on  several  fronts:  for  the  right  to work  under  ‘rostering’,  against  customary
racists systems of  industrial discipline,  for wage increases, to secure recognition of



workers’ organizations  and for improvements in conditions underground, etc. But the
conflict that would plunge the industry into its most war time crisis would occur when a
new manager altered  the organization of  underground work and the system of pay.




